Abstract. This article studies matrices A that are positively diagonally equivalent to matrices that, for given positive vectors u, v, r, and c, map u into r, and where AT map v into c. The problem is reduced to scaling a matrix for given row sums and column sums, and applying known results for the latter. Further classifications that use these results are investigated.
). Introduction. The problem of examining matrices that map a given n-dimensional vector into a given m-dimensional vector underlines many important issues in linear algebra. For example, the assertion that the row sums and/or the column sums of a matrix A are given by vectors rand c, respectively, means that A maps e into rand/or that AT maps e into c, where e denotes the vector of appropriate dimension all of whose coordinates are 1. Also, the statement that a square matrix A has a right eigenvector u and a left eigenvector v corresponding to a nonzero eigenvalue X, means that A/X maps u into u and that AT / X maps v into v. Another example is the statement that the null space of a matrix A contains the vector x, which means that A maps x into the zero vector.
The purpose of this paper is to study matrices that are positively diagonally equivalent to nonnegative matrices A that map u into r, and where AT map v into c for given positive vectors u, v, r, and c. We show that, in general, the set of such matrices can be represented as the set of matrices that are positively diagonally equivalent to nonnegative matrices having prespecified row sums and column sums. We then use a known characterization of the latter class to obtain a characterization of the former class. We also characterize matrices in the intersection, as well as in the union of these classes, over all possible choices of the vectors u, v, r, and c for which these sets are nonempty. We also obtain a special characterization for the eigenvector problem, where m = n, u = r, and v = c.
2. Notation and definitions. Notation 2.1. Let m and n be positive integers. We denote by ( n ), the set { 1, 2, .. . , n } ; R ~, the set of all nonnegative m X n matrices; R ~, the set of all positive n X 1 column vectors; en, the n X 1 column vector all of whose components are 1. 
We comment that every rectangular matrix having no zero row or zero column is 
The following theorem is proved in [3] as Theorems 3.9 and 4. We now use our results in order to generalize Theorem 3.7. The following result also generalizes Theorem 3.10 of [I] 
In this case, there exist unique (up to scalar multiplication) positive diagonal matrices D and E such that DAE E Fmn( u, v, r, c).
( (ii) Let A e UF:'" \nF~". By (i), A has at least one zero entry. Since A belongs to some F~" (u, v, r, c) , where u, v, r, c are strictly positive vectors, it follows that A has neither a zero row nor a zero column. Conversely, if A has a zero entry but no zero row or zero column, then by (i), A ~ nF~". Moreover, A e Fm"(e,,, em, r, c) , where rand c are, respectively, the strictly positive vectors of row sums and column sums of A.
ii) A E F!'n(u, v, r, c) if and only if A is a direct sum of chainable matrices
(iii) This equivalence follows directly from (i) and (ii). 0
The next theorem shows that the classifications with respect to S:'n and F:'n coincide. THEOREM 4.3. We have nS:'n = nF:' n and US:'n = UF:'n. Proof. Trivially, nF:' n S; nS:'n and US:'n S; UF:' n . The reverse inclusions follow immediately from Corollary 3.5. 0 Recall that a square matrix is said to be completely reducible iffor some permutation matrix P, the matrix PAp T is a direct sum of irreducible matrices. THEOREM 4.4. Let A E R~. Then we have thefol/owing: Proof. Since the conditions in (i)-(iii) are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive, it is enough to prove the "if" part in each of the three assertions.
(i) Suppose that A is completely reducible with positive diagonal elements. Let u, V E R ~ and let a and fl be nonempty proper subsets of ( n ). Suppose that
Also, suppose that Therefore,) by Theorem 3.10 and Notation 2.10 we have A fJ. E~n(u, v). We now have to show that A E U E~n. Since A is completely reducible, it follows that A is a direct sum of irreducible matrices. Furthermore, since A has no zero row or zero column, each of these irreducible matrices is nonzero and thus has a positive spectral radius. It now follows that we can find a matrix B which is positively diagonally equivalent to A, where B is a direct sum of irreducible matrices with spectral radii 1. By the Perron-Frobenius theory for nonnegative matrices it follows that for some u, v E R~ we have Bu = u and v T = V T B, i.e., BE Enn(u, v Proof. For u E R't, let U(l/2) be the vector in R't with (U(I/2»; = (U;)1/2, i = 1, ... , n. Then Corollary 3.6 shows that S:n(u, u) = E: n (u(l!2), U(l/2», implying that nE: s;; ns; and US: s;; UE:. Next, the inclusions nE: n s;; nE: and UE: s;; UE: n are immediate, and the inclusions ns: s;; nE!, and UE: n S;; US: follow directly from Corollary 3.6. Thus, the conclusions of our theorem have been established. 0
